Abstract: Nowadays, errors during the manufacturing process of high value components are not acceptable in driving industries such as energy and transportation. Sectors such as aerospace, automotive, shipbuilding, nuclear power, large science facilities or wind power need complex and accurate components that demand close measurements and fast feedback into their manufacturing processes. New measuring technologies are already available in machine tools, including integrated touch probes and fast interface capabilities. They provide the possibility to measure the workpiece in-machine during or after its manufacture, maintaining the original setup of the workpiece and avoiding the manufacturing process from being interrupted to transport the workpiece to a measuring position. However, the traceability of the measurement process on a machine tool is not ensured yet and measurement data is still not fully reliable enough for process control or product validation. The scientific objective is to determine the uncertainty on a machine tool measurement and, therefore, convert it into a machine integrated traceable measuring process. For that purpose, an error budget should consider error sources such as the machine tools, components under measurement and the interactions between both of them. This paper reviews all those uncertainty sources, being mainly focused on those related to the machine tool, either on the process of geometric error assessment of the machine or on the technology employed to probe the measurand.
Introduction
"Industry 4.0" represents an initiative for the future development of industrial production [1] . The idea aims to link the manufacturing industry and information technology to make production more flexible, where the flexibility offers the possibility to manufacture customized products through efficient manufacturing processes. As demand fluctuates and batch sizes fall, efficiency in process adjustment and production control operations become crucial. In this context, the importance of measurement technology and its integration in production becomes increasingly significant.
As stated by Imkamp et al. [1] , the manufacturing metrology roadmap must address five main challenges: speed, accuracy, reliability, flexibility and holistic measurements. The integration of measurement technology into production processes contributes to cover most of the challenges, where the system works flexibly either for production or measurement purposes. Hence, on-machine tool (MT) measurement shall be applied for machine geometry error monitoring or fast workpiece setup, in-process measurement for flexible manufacturing or post-process measurement for product validation, which leads to a holistic manufacturing system. However, on-MT measurement is influenced by different error sources that are not fully understood yet, which leads to a lack of a of a measurement is fully understood quantitatively by specifying a measurement uncertainty [1] , and this is what is finally aimed at this work, focused on-MT measurement. Thus, a quantitative approach-based error budget is suggested, where MT is the main error source in a MT measurement process. While systematic errors such as geometric errors or touch probe performance are not crucial because they can be compensated, repeatability [2] becomes the major uncertainty contributor. Both temperature variation and MT repeatability itself turn out to be the effects that limit any uncertainty assessment for on-MT measurement. On the other hand, it is also necessary to take into account the contribution coming from the measurand, mainly in large scale metrology applications.
To sum up, this paper contains a review of the existing technologies and methodologies for traceability [2] assessment on a MT measurement. In addition, uncertainty error sources that affect the measurement are analysed in depth and a quantitative approach-based error budget is suggested for determining major error sources.
Benefits and Limits of on-MT Measurement
In order to achieve self-adapting manufacturing processes, dimensional measurements [2] can be employed at different stages of the manufacturing cycle: from the setup and preparation of the MT to be geometrically fitted, to the performance of a final metrology validation of the finished product for final inspection reports and statistical trend analysis. Figure 1 shows the general concept of on-MT measurement. The top four reasons and benefits of on-MT measurement could be listed as follows [4] :

Monitoring MT Performance: Machine geometry may change during machining operation due to many reasons. By applying an appropriate in-process measurement method with the probe integrated within the MT, geometry changes can be measured. These changes can be monitored to avoid making bad parts and to optimally schedule machine maintenance [4] . Figure 2 shows monitoring of MT performance based on a 3D standard.  Part Setup: Part cutting programs are created based on an assumed workpiece holding coordinate system. Especially for large parts such as the case for aerospace or large parts manufacturing for automotive applications, this process could take a long time. For small part manufacturing and multi-operation processing, precise part locations could be detected automatically. This would reduce both the setup time and the processing time as parts could be cut from optimally sized blocks [4] .  In-process Measurement: One of the main reasons for performing a metrological measurement [2] of a manufactured part is to provide correction values to manufacturing parameters based on any deviations from the target dimensions found. Having this capability directly on the machine tool allows one to feed back these metrological data to the machine tool The top four reasons and benefits of on-MT measurement could be listed as follows [4] :
• Monitoring MT Performance: Machine geometry may change during machining operation due to many reasons. By applying an appropriate in-process measurement method with the probe integrated within the MT, geometry changes can be measured. These changes can be monitored to avoid making bad parts and to optimally schedule machine maintenance [4] . Figure 2 shows monitoring of MT performance based on a 3D standard.
•
Part Setup: Part cutting programs are created based on an assumed workpiece holding coordinate system. Especially for large parts such as the case for aerospace or large parts manufacturing for automotive applications, this process could take a long time. For small part manufacturing and multi-operation processing, precise part locations could be detected automatically. This would reduce both the setup time and the processing time as parts could be cut from optimally sized blocks [4] .
In-process Measurement: One of the main reasons for performing a metrological measurement [2] of a manufactured part is to provide correction values to manufacturing parameters based on any deviations from the target dimensions found. Having this capability directly on the machine tool allows one to feed back these metrological data to the machine tool controller allowing an automatic flexible manufacturing process. This could be done several times during the manufacturing process, and not just at the end, in order to optimize the part cutting process [4] . Figure 3 depicts a tactile MT probing example.
• Post-process Control: Programming and running a manufacturing machine as if it were a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) for in-process measurement generates complete inspection reports without additional effort. For large part manufacturing, moving the part to an external measuring machine may not even be an option. For mass production, just measuring a few control features would not only generate inspection reports for all the parts but also provide a statistical view of the manufacturing process. In addition, it would help to create historical data monitoring for intelligent process control. controller allowing an automatic flexible manufacturing process. This could be done several times during the manufacturing process, and not just at the end, in order to optimize the part cutting process [4] . Figure 3 depicts a tactile MT probing example.  Post-process Control: Programming and running a manufacturing machine as if it were a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) for in-process measurement generates complete inspection reports without additional effort. For large part manufacturing, moving the part to an external measuring machine may not even be an option. For mass production, just measuring a few control features would not only generate inspection reports for all the parts but also controller allowing an automatic flexible manufacturing process. This could be done several times during the manufacturing process, and not just at the end, in order to optimize the part cutting process [4] . Figure 3 depicts a tactile MT probing example.  Post-process Control: Programming and running a manufacturing machine as if it were a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) for in-process measurement generates complete inspection reports without additional effort. For large part manufacturing, moving the part to an external measuring machine may not even be an option. For mass production, just measuring a few control features would not only generate inspection reports for all the parts but also Although on-MT measuring can supply advantages for more flexible and intelligent manufacturing processes, limitations should also be known to make an optimal use of it [5] :
• MT time is more expensive than CMM time: The natural limit of on-MT measurement is given by the time spent on the MT doing measurements. It is known that MT time is more expensive than CMM time, so the measurements done on a MT should clearly add value to the manufacturing process.
• Lack of MT accuracy: MT accuracy is affected by many error sources that change the geometry of the machine´s structural loop. As explained in standard ISO TR 16907 [6] , there are different compensation possibilities to enhance the geometric accuracy.
• Lack of MT traceability: Another limitation is given by the lack of traceability of the MT as a CMM. Both machining and measurement operations are performed at the same machine, so if the MT´s geometric error is repeatable, both processes may observe the same geometric error on the measurand.
• Metrology software insufficiencies: Currently software employed in MT is insufficient for metrology purposes. To perform the complex mathematical calculations required for metrology-based real-time decision making, a powerful metrology software needs to be integrated within the manufacturing system.
Changing environmental conditions: Industrial environments normally suffer from unstable conditions, so it becomes a challenge not just to reduce measurement uncertainties with unfavourable measuring conditions, but to carry out uncertainty assessment for traceable measurement on-MT.
Converting a MT into a Traceable CMM
In 2010 Schmitt et al. suggested that a large MT should be employed as a comparator to measure the geometry of large scale components during the manufacturing process [7] . Since then, several research works have focused on the idea of converting a MT into a CMM [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In addition, Schmitt et al. presented a work [12] where the main objective is to define a suitable Maximum Permissible Error (MPE) value for the MT working as a CMM, according to ISO 10360-1 [13] . A tracking interferometer is employed to map the volumetric error of the MT and based on a mathematical model, MPE is determined. Currently, ISO 10360 for MT is a under consensus-based draft development process.
For large scale manufacturing where manufactured parts have to be measured in-situ or in-process, the integration of the measurement process into the MT can improve the process efficiency by preventing the workpiece from being carried to a temperature controlled measuring room. For small and medium size parts, there is a real possibility of achieving finished products on the MT, which offers high product quality, lower manufacturing costs, high productivity and prompt and real-life assessment of product quality [11] .
Almost every new machine tool is equipped with a probing system nowadays and offers the possibility to measure product features during or after the manufacturing process. Therefore, machining and measuring processes could take place on the same MT. However, there are some key differences between a CMM and a MT, mainly because a CMM is designed for a measurement purpose and a MT is focused on manufacturing production. The main problem of on-MT measurements is that the machining and measuring operations are performed at the same machine. Therefore, both processes may observe the same geometric error on the measurand, which leads to the point that geometric error of the measurand may not be observed if a geometric error characterization of the MT is not performed before the measurement process. In addition, repeatability can also be a big challenge for a traceable on-MT measurement, where non-controlled shop floor environment becomes a major uncertainty source. Researchers have recognized that environmental temperature has a significant impact on the thermal error of the machine tool and, therefore, on any metrology activity performed on it [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Hence, time-and space-dependent thermal effects become the dominant uncertainty source for the measurement of large scaledevices [8, 20] .
Schmitt et al. [12] explain two main approaches to convert a MT into a traceable CMM, a scheme of which is shown in Figure 4 . The first approach increases the process capability by a volumetric calibration and compensation. It means that a calibration process is done prior to the manufacturing and measuring processes. However, this approach does not ensure that thermal effects do not affect the compensated machine tool. Achievable accuracy can be compared to large CMMs. The second approach applies an external high precision metrological frame to monitor tool centre point (TCP) position in real time. This option requires a line of sight between the measuring tracking interferometers and the TCP, which cannot be ensured when the workpiece is on the MT. Moreover, this option is very sensitive to dirt and dust. The current cost of the solution is very high, since four tracking interferometers are needed at the same time. However, it offers the possibility of being self-calibrating and represents a scalable measuring solution [12] . Schmitt et al. [12] explain two main approaches to convert a MT into a traceable CMM, a scheme of which is shown in Figure 4 . The first approach increases the process capability by a volumetric calibration and compensation. It means that a calibration process is done prior to the manufacturing and measuring processes. However, this approach does not ensure that thermal effects do not affect the compensated machine tool. Achievable accuracy can be compared to large CMMs. The second approach applies an external high precision metrological frame to monitor tool centre point (TCP) position in real time. This option requires a line of sight between the measuring tracking interferometers and the TCP, which cannot be ensured when the workpiece is on the MT. Moreover, this option is very sensitive to dirt and dust. The current cost of the solution is very high, since four tracking interferometers are needed at the same time. However, it offers the possibility of being selfcalibrating and represents a scalable measuring solution [12] . Currently, the first approach is under research [4] , where machine geometric error reduction is of particular importance. Measurement in a shop floor rarely takes place in temperature controlled environment and it means that it is not enough to just measure and compensate geometric errors of the MT, and it must be accompanied by an understanding of how the MT changes. Time-and spacedependent dimensional and gravitational drifts on both MT and the measurand shall be either compensated dynamically or be considered on the uncertainty budget for traceability assessment on-MT measurement.
Although the first approach is being researched in detail, Wendt et al. presented a high accuracy large CMM called M3D3 based on the second approach [21] . In this case, four accurate tracking interferometers are employed for large part calibration directly on-site in production. Schwenke et al. also presented an independent traceable metrology solution for MT measurement based on integrated length monitoring lines on a MT [5] .
Approaches to Determine Measurement Uncertainty on a Machine Tool
Due to the similarity between a CMM and MT, some of the methods for a correct assessment of uncertainty in CMM are adopted for MT. The general guide for a suitable evaluation of measurement data is given in the ISO Guide 98-3: 2008, on the expression of uncertainty in measurement (GUM) [22] . Three different approaches are considered for an uncertainty assessment on a MT dimensional measurement:
Substitution Method Based on ISO 15530-3
The first approach as described in ISO 15530-3 is a method of substitution that simplifies the uncertainty evaluation by means of similarity between the dimension and shape of the workpiece Figure 4 . WZL RWTH Aachen approach to convert a MT into a CMM [7] .
Currently, the first approach is under research [4] , where machine geometric error reduction is of particular importance. Measurement in a shop floor rarely takes place in temperature controlled environment and it means that it is not enough to just measure and compensate geometric errors of the MT, and it must be accompanied by an understanding of how the MT changes. Time-and space-dependent dimensional and gravitational drifts on both MT and the measurand shall be either compensated dynamically or be considered on the uncertainty budget for traceability assessment on-MT measurement.
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Substitution Method Based on ISO 15530-3
The first approach as described in ISO 15530-3 is a method of substitution that simplifies the uncertainty evaluation by means of similarity between the dimension and shape of the workpiece and one calibrated reference part. Moreover, the measurement procedure and environmental conditions shall be similar during evaluation of measurement uncertainty and actual measurement [23] . Due to the similarity requirement between the machined workpiece and the calibrated standard, this approach is very arduous and expensive for large scale metrology. However, it is a suitable approach for small and medium size uncertainty assessment where it is affordable to manufacture and calibrate a reference part for uncertainty assessment purposes.
Across the EURAMET research project Traceable In-process Metrology (TIM), high precision and robust material standards have been developed, not just for mapping the geometric errors of machine tools in the harsh environment of the production floor, but for determining the uncertainties associated with task-specific measurements, such as size, form and position measurements for different geometrical shapes such as sphere, cone, cylinder and plane [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] by a procedure adopted from ISO 15530-3 [23] .
Numerical Simulation Based on ISO 15530-4
The second approach is based on ISO 15530-4, a method that is consistent with GUM to determine the task specific uncertainty of coordinate measurements. It is based on a numerical simulation of the measuring process allowed for uncertainty influences, where important influence quantities are taken into account [30] . For that purpose, CMM suppliers, research companies and national metrology institutes (NMI) as PTB and NPL created an uncertainty evaluation software (UES) which is based on Monte-Carlo simulation of the error behaviour of a real CMM [31, 32] . In recent years, Virtual gear measuring instrument (VCMM-Gear) and Virtual laser tracker (VLT) have been developed but they have not been integrated into a manufacturer software yet [33] . Nowadays, some research activities are focused on transferring the virtual measuring machines (VMM) concept to virtual measuring processes (VMP) [12, 34] .
Uncertainty Budget Method Based on VDI 2617-11
The third approach is as stated in GUM and VDI 2617-11. In this case, uncertainty evaluation is done based on an uncertainty budget where the budget should comprise the uncertainty sources that affect the measurement process and the correlation between them [35] . Thus, a correct assessment of the measurement uncertainty requires contributions from the measurement system, from the component under measurement and from the interaction between them [8, 35] . Currently, this approach is being considered for large scale uncertainty assessment. Schmitt et al. are developing a software-based solution for uncertainty evaluation on large MT measurement [12] .
In conclusion, for small batch production, mainly in large scale manufacture, the substitution method is not an affordable solution because a calibrated workpiece similar to the manufactured part is needed. This requirement makes the solution arduous and expensive. Therefore, the uncertainty budget based solution is being adopted for the machine measurement of large workpieces [12] . For serial production, usually for small and medium size components, the substitution method simplifies uncertainty evaluation. Thus, task specific uncertainty can be assessed.
Uncertainty Error Sources
The uncertainty budget for on machine tool metrology should comprise contributions from the measurement system-i.e., the MT itself (Section 6) with the touching probe (Section 7) and the measuring software (Section 8), from the component under measurement (Section 9) and the interaction between both of them [12, 36] .
International standard ISO 10360-1 [13] defines a CMM as a measuring system with the means to move a probing system and the capability to determine spatial coordinates on a workpiece surface [37] . Due to the similarity between a CMM and MT, some of the methods for a correct assessment of uncertainty in CMM are adopted for MT. However, there are some key differences between a CMM and a MT, mainly because a CMM is designed for measurement purpose and a MT is focused on manufacturing production. For that reason, here an error budget approach will be suggested for machine tool measurement uncertainty assessment.
As stated by Slocum, MT errors can be divided into systematic errors and random errors [2] . While the former can be measured and compensated, the latter is difficult to predict [38] . Therefore, a machine tool should have three main properties: accuracy, repeatability and resolution [2, 39] . Figure 5 represents errors sources of a MT according to the described criteria.
suggested for machine tool measurement uncertainty assessment.
In addition, an error budget is a fast and low cost tool to predict the accuracy and repeatability of a MT [39] . Hence, drawing a comparison between design and measurement purposes, an error budget will be established, where each component will be comprised by:
 Accuracy: Systematic geometric errors of the MT (induced by kinematic errors, static loads and control software), touch probe errors and measuring software errors are considered. The accuracy will mean the systematic error of the MT as a CMM, so it can be characterised and compensated.  Repeatability: Random error sources that affect the repeatability of the MT. Dynamic loads that affect the MT (such as backlash, forces and thermo-mechanical loads) and environmental influences that affect either the MT or the touch probe are considered. Repeatability will mean the random error of the MT as a CMM, so it is difficult to measure and compensate.  Resolution: Quality of sensors and quality of control system are considered. 
Error Sources Due to the Machine Tool

Geometric Errors
Either for a CMM or a MT, geometric errors to be considered are relative motion errors between the end effector and the object under measurement. Geometric errors can be measured and compensated when both the MT and the measurement procedure have a high repeatability, so that systematic errors can be reduced and not be considered into the uncertainty budget on a -MT measurement [41] .
There are several error sources that affect systematically to the accuracy of the relative endeffector position and orientation [41, [42] [43] [44] [45] : In addition, an error budget is a fast and low cost tool to predict the accuracy and repeatability of a MT [39] . Hence, drawing a comparison between design and measurement purposes, an error budget will be established, where each component will be comprised by:
• Accuracy: Systematic geometric errors of the MT (induced by kinematic errors, static loads and control software), touch probe errors and measuring software errors are considered. The accuracy will mean the systematic error of the MT as a CMM, so it can be characterised and compensated.
• Repeatability: Random error sources that affect the repeatability of the MT. Dynamic loads that affect the MT (such as backlash, forces and thermo-mechanical loads) and environmental influences that affect either the MT or the touch probe are considered. Repeatability will mean the random error of the MT as a CMM, so it is difficult to measure and compensate.
• Resolution: Quality of sensors and quality of control system are considered.
Error Sources Due to the Machine Tool
Geometric Errors
There are several error sources that affect systematically to the accuracy of the relative end-effector position and orientation [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] :
• Kinematic errors: Kinematic errors are errors due to imperfect geometry and dimensions of machine components as well as their configuration in the machine's structural loop, axis misalignment and errors of the machine's measuring systems [41, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] .
•
Static loads: In case of static errors, the non-rigid body behaviour has to be considered. Location errors and component errors change due to internal or external forces. The weight of the workpiece and the moving carriages can have a significant influence on the machine's accuracy due to the finite stiffness of the structural loop [41, 54] .
Control software: The effect of the control software on the geometric error of the MT can be considerable. Hence, different speed and accelerations can be applied for a known motion path to make control software errors distinguishable. Anyway, the measurement process is usually executed at small feed speeds, so dynamic forces are usually not considered as an uncertainty contributor on machine tool metrology uncertainty budgets [41] .
In practice, the interaction between these effects plays an important role in the overall system behaviour. Here the research is focused on the overall system behaviour, which means the systematic geometric error of the MT [41] .
Description of Geometric Errors
Under the assumption of rigid body behaviour, each movement of a machine axis can be described by six components of error, three translations and three rotations. As stated in ISO 230-1, the six component errors of a linear axis are the positioning error, straightness errors, roll error motion and two tilt error motions. For a rotary axis, the six component errors are one axial error motion, two radial error motions, two tilt error motions and the angular positioning error. Moreover, location errors are defined as an error from the nominal position and orientation of an axis in the machine coordinate system. In general, for a linear axis three location errors are considered, while for a rotary axis five location errors are considered [41, 55] .
Mapping of Geometric Errors
Currently, there are different technologies and measurement methods to characterize all the geometrical errors of a serial kinematic configuration machine. As stated by Schwenke et al. [41] "direct" and "indirect" methods can be distinguished. While direct methods allow the measurement of mechanical errors for a single machine axis without the involvement of other axis, indirect measurements require from the movement of multi-axes of the machine under characterisation.
Direct Measurement Methods
As stated by Uriarte et al. [56] , direct measurement methods allow to measure component of errors separately regardless of the kinematic model of the machine and the motion of the other axes. Direct measurement can be classified into three different groups according to their measurement principle:
• Standard-based methods, such as straight edges, linear scales, step gauges or orthogonal standards [28, 55, [57] [58] [59] [60] . Such artefacts contribute also to the uncertainty of the measuring results. This is why their own calibration uncertainty should be as low as possible. However, this is not always reachable, mainly when considering the longest ones and the newest highly accurate machines. Nonetheless, as concluded by Viprey et al., most of the existing material standards are developed for CMM calibration, except ball plates, 1D-ball array and telescopic magnetic ball bar [28] , which are suitable for MTs.
• Laser-based methods or multidimensional devices, such as interferometers or telescope bars [61] [62] [63] [64] . They are usually applied in order to measure principally the machine positioning properties, because the suitability of the laser wavelength for long length measurements, due to its long-coherence length. The most used is the laser interferometer which, with different optics configurations, allows detecting position, geometrical and form errors.
• Gravity-based methods that use the direction of the gravity vector as a metrological reference, such as levels [55, 65] .
While direct measurement methods are frequently employed in small and medium size MT, they are rarely employed for large MT where they are very time-consuming and have strong limitations for a volumetric performance characterization [56] . However, there are some measuring scenarios where direct methods offer advantages compared with indirect methods, such as:
•
In small and medium size working volumes direct measurement of an error can approximate the geometric behaviour of a machine tool.
• Specific error motion shall be checked in a very specific line or position. This is depicted in Figure 6 .
• Specific verification protocol shall be applied for a machine´s acceptance.
• Iterative "measure and adjust" type of work, which can be needed for component assembly operation.
Results required in real time.
High accuracy requirement for a specific application.
For direct measurement of positioning errors, calibrated artifacts (step gauges, gauge blocks, line scales and calibrated encoder system) or laser interferometers are applied as a metrological reference aligned to the axis of interest [41, 55, 66] . The most accurate/time consuming approach for either short or long machine axis is the use of laser interferometers. Nevertheless, some error sources shall be considered for a correct length measurement [41] :
• Errors in laser wavelength (environmental factors, such as temperature, pressure, humidity and density influence the wavelength compensation).
Beam deflection shall occur due to temperature changes and gradients.
• Misalignment between interferometer and axis of motion can cause Abbe errors.
• Any movement of the equipment during the measuring process.
Sensors 2017, 17, 1605 9 of 38 its long-coherence length. The most used is the laser interferometer which, with different optics configurations, allows detecting position, geometrical and form errors.  Gravity-based methods that use the direction of the gravity vector as a metrological reference, such as levels [55, 65] .

In small and medium size working volumes direct measurement of an error can approximate the geometric behaviour of a machine tool.  Specific error motion shall be checked in a very specific line or position. This is depicted in Figure 6 .  Specific verification protocol shall be applied for a machine´s acceptance.  Iterative "measure and adjust" type of work, which can be needed for component assembly operation.
Errors in laser wavelength (environmental factors, such as temperature, pressure, humidity and density influence the wavelength compensation).
Beam deflection shall occur due to temperature changes and gradients.  Misalignment between interferometer and axis of motion can cause Abbe errors.  Any movement of the equipment during the measuring process. Straightness errors of the machine axis can be measured by any of the three measuring principles mentioned before. For large MTs, the most practical way to evaluate straightness is to utilize the direction of the gravity as a reference. Thus, an electronic level is placed on the head of the MT and a reference level is fixed to a non-moving part to distinguish movements of the machine [41] . Measured angle over the stepwise displacement is integrated to get the straightness as a result. However, the linear propagation of a laser interferometer is the industry leading method for large MT straightness measurement. In this case a Wollaston prism acts as a beam splitter and the lateral displacement is calculated from two separate beams that exit the prism at an angle [66, 67] . For small and medium Straightness errors of the machine axis can be measured by any of the three measuring principles mentioned before. For large MTs, the most practical way to evaluate straightness is to utilize the direction of the gravity as a reference. Thus, an electronic level is placed on the head of the MT and a reference level is fixed to a non-moving part to distinguish movements of the machine [41] . Measured angle over the stepwise displacement is integrated to get the straightness as a result. However, the linear propagation of a laser interferometer is the industry leading method for large MT straightness measurement. In this case a Wollaston prism acts as a beam splitter and the lateral displacement is calculated from two separate beams that exit the prism at an angle [66, 67] . For small and medium size MT, standard based method is commonly applied. Hence, a displacement indicator (capacitance gauges, electronic gauges or material dial gauges) is fixed to the machine head and it detects lateral displacements along the direction of the axis travel [55] .
For large MTs and large volume applications, where straightness reference should be long and flat for a long range, a taut wire technique can be used as a straight reference to overcome the limitations of previously mentioned methods [41, 68, 69] . Even though it has been an extended applied method for very large MTs and applications such as CERN components and assemblies [70] , the main reasons why this method is not widely used at present in accurate large MTs are its low accuracy and inefficient data gathering methods [70] . Another approach under investigation for straightness measurements on large volume applications is the use of a laser beam as a straight reference and a position sensitive device (PSD) as a pointing sensor unit. Generally, the use of a laser beam as a straightness reference is highly critical in normal shop floor environment, because local and global temperature gradients as well as air turbulence may have a high influence on the straightness of the beam. Therefore, this method is mostly used for axes length below 1.5 metres, where the influence in most cases is sufficiently small. Also the pointing stability (thermal drift) of optical straightness setups can be a major source of uncertainty [41, 71, 72] . Figure 7 shows beam deflection according to measuring conditions. gauges, electronic gauges or material dial gauges) is fixed to the machine head and it detects lateral displacements along the direction of the axis travel [55] . For large MTs and large volume applications, where straightness reference should be long and flat for a long range, a taut wire technique can be used as a straight reference to overcome the limitations of previously mentioned methods [41, 68, 69] . Even though it has been an extended applied method for very large MTs and applications such as CERN components and assemblies [70] , the main reasons why this method is not widely used at present in accurate large MTs are its low accuracy and inefficient data gathering methods [70] . Another approach under investigation for straightness measurements on large volume applications is the use of a laser beam as a straight reference and a position sensitive device (PSD) as a pointing sensor unit. Generally, the use of a laser beam as a straightness reference is highly critical in normal shop floor environment, because local and global temperature gradients as well as air turbulence may have a high influence on the straightness of the beam. Therefore, this method is mostly used for axes length below 1.5 metres, where the influence in most cases is sufficiently small. Also the pointing stability (thermal drift) of optical straightness setups can be a major source of uncertainty [41, 71, 72] . Figure 7 shows beam deflection according to measuring conditions. The main approach for squareness measurement in small and medium size MT is to employ granite or ceramic standards with a displacement indicator fixed on the MT head according to the measuring procedure stated in ISO 230-1 [55] . Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of this approach for large MTs is that large and heavy standards are required to verify squareness in large machines. In addition, laser interferometry can also be employed for this purpose but the setup of the laser source and the prism are also very challenging for the squareness error measurement [41] .
To measure angular errors in any translation machine axis either the use of electronic levels or laser interferometer based techniques are performed. When applying interferometry, two laser beams are generated with a beam splitter so the angular deviation results in a path length difference of the two beams, but the setup of the measuring system can be very challenging for a correct error assessment in a large axis. In case of electronic levels, they do not depend on an optical path, so they are suitable for the measurement of long strokes in unstable temperature environments. A limitation of electronic levels is that they cannot measure rotations around the gravity vector. For this purpose, in small and medium size axes, an autocollimator is usually employed. A collimated light beam is The main approach for squareness measurement in small and medium size MT is to employ granite or ceramic standards with a displacement indicator fixed on the MT head according to the measuring procedure stated in ISO 230-1 [55] . Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of this approach for large MTs is that large and heavy standards are required to verify squareness in large machines. In addition, laser interferometry can also be employed for this purpose but the setup of the laser source and the prism are also very challenging for the squareness error measurement [41] .
To measure angular errors in any translation machine axis either the use of electronic levels or laser interferometer based techniques are performed. When applying interferometry, two laser beams are generated with a beam splitter so the angular deviation results in a path length difference of the two beams, but the setup of the measuring system can be very challenging for a correct error assessment in a large axis. In case of electronic levels, they do not depend on an optical path, so they are suitable for the measurement of long strokes in unstable temperature environments. A limitation of electronic levels is that they cannot measure rotations around the gravity vector. For this purpose, in small and medium size axes, an autocollimator is usually employed. A collimated light beam is aligned to the machine axis where a mirror is fixed. The reflected beam travels back to the autocollimator where rotations are measured either visually or through a PSD. However, the unique direct technique to measure the rotation around the axis of motion is based on the use of electronic levels, since an autocollimator or laser interferometer cannot measure this rotation directly [41] .
ISO 230-1 [55] describes an affordable method for the calibration of rotary axes. Displacement indicators are fixed to the centre hole of the rotation axis to measure the radial and axial run-out deviations [41] . For the radial and axial error motions three more sensors are needed to be placed on such a way that errors are measured with a linear indicator. If multiple linear indicators are applied, a single measurement combination can be enough for the measurement of the five degrees of freedom [41, [73] [74] [75] . For the positioning error of the rotation axis, the most practical approach is to use laser interferometry combined with a self-centring device and the proper optical optics for angle measurement [76] . This approach is commonly employed in large MTs with a rotary table, due to the measuring range of the solution is around ± 10 and the resolution is better than 0.01 arcseconds [76] .
Recently, multidimensional laser interferometers have been introduced to measure more than one degree of freedom (dof) simultaneously. Thus, several error components of a machine axis are determined with a unique measurement system setup through direct measurement methods. This multidimensional measuring solutions offer two main possibilities in the near future. On the one hand, measuring time is reduced to a far extent because different setups and measuring systems are not required anymore. On the other hand, the possibility to be embedded into a MT, where TCP position could be monitored in real time by monitoring six dof of each machine movement at the same time, with several measuring systems performing all at once.
In fact, there are two main multidimensional solutions [77] [78] [79] and the main difference between them is based on the straightness measurement principle. The first solution is a multi-interferometer based solution, where a unique interferometer source is divided into three beams to get a five dof measurement laser interferometer. The second solution employs the laser beam as a straight reference and a PSD as a pointing sensor unit to measure straightness. Therefore, the second option is suitable for small and medium size MT, but not for large MTs [72] . The principle used by the first solution is explained in Figure 8 . direct technique to measure the rotation around the axis of motion is based on the use of electronic levels, since an autocollimator or laser interferometer cannot measure this rotation directly [41] . ISO 230-1 [55] describes an affordable method for the calibration of rotary axes. Displacement indicators are fixed to the centre hole of the rotation axis to measure the radial and axial run-out deviations [41] . For the radial and axial error motions three more sensors are needed to be placed on such a way that errors are measured with a linear indicator. If multiple linear indicators are applied, a single measurement combination can be enough for the measurement of the five degrees of freedom [41, [73] [74] [75] . For the positioning error of the rotation axis, the most practical approach is to use laser interferometry combined with a self-centring device and the proper optical optics for angle measurement [76] . This approach is commonly employed in large MTs with a rotary table, due to the measuring range of the solution is around ± 10 and the resolution is better than 0.01 arcseconds [76] .
In fact, there are two main multidimensional solutions [77] [78] [79] and the main difference between them is based on the straightness measurement principle. The first solution is a multi-interferometer based solution, where a unique interferometer source is divided into three beams to get a five dof measurement laser interferometer. The second solution employs the laser beam as a straight reference and a PSD as a pointing sensor unit to measure straightness. Therefore, the second option is suitable for small and medium size MT, but not for large MTs [72] . The principle used by the first solution is explained in Figure 8 . As commented before, direct methods are very time-consuming and have strong limitations for large MTs volumetric performance assessment. As explained by Ibaraki et al. [80] , for volumetric error compensation, the efficiency of the direct measurement can be a critical issue. In that sense, indirect methods have the advantage of offering fast and reliable volumetric error mapping and compensation possibilities and take less time than direct measurement. As commented before, direct methods are very time-consuming and have strong limitations for large MTs volumetric performance assessment. As explained by Ibaraki et al. [80] , for volumetric error compensation, the efficiency of the direct measurement can be a critical issue. In that sense, indirect methods have the advantage of offering fast and reliable volumetric error mapping and compensation possibilities and take less time than direct measurement.
Indirect Measurement Methods
Indirect methods produce a global correction of errors and require less time than direct measurement. They are based on the multi-axis movement of the MT under test and can be broken down into two main possibilities [80] :
• Indirect measurement for orthogonal linear axes.
• Indirect measurement for five axis kinematics with rotary axis.
As stated by Ibaraki et al. [80] there are different procedures and technologies for linear axis indirect characterization: It is usually performed by a ball bar, but it can also be performed by a laser tracer [41] or two dimensional digital scale.
• Diagonal and step-diagonal test: As described in ISO 230-6: 2002 [82] , it "allows estimation of the volumetric performance of a machine tool", but it is not possible to identify 21 geometric error parameter from four body diagonal measurements only. Hence, this test is usually employed for linear scale and squareness error calculation [83] . It is suitable for a fast verification of a MT.
•
Measurement of artifacts: The use of calibrated artifacts is widely employed either for MT calibration or CMM calibration. As described by Cauchick-Miguel et al. [60] , artifact-based calibration is employed with one dimensional, two dimensional and three dimensional artifacts. The three dimensional artifact is widely employed mainly in CMM calibration for 21 error parameter measurement [84] where pre-calibrated position of spheres are measured by the machine for error characterization. Figure 9 shows a CMM characterization process for virtual coordinate measuring machine error assessment. Since almost every machine tool includes a touch probe nowadays, machine tool builders are looking for fast calibration procedures based on this approach.
Passive links: Calibrated kinematics of the link mechanism attached to and passively driven by the machine to be measured can be used as a reference [80] . Different link configurations are employed nowadays, either serial links with three orthogonal linear axes or parallel links configurations.
Tracking interferometer: Tracking interferometers, such as, laser trackers or laser tracers can be employed for indirect error measurement. Laser trackers can directly measure three dimensional position by measuring the distance and direction of a laser beam [80] , but angular measurement uncertainty affects the measuring uncertainty of target position and it is rarely employed for MT error measurement. This is the main reason why multilateration based measurement is applied for MT error measurement. In this case, MT position is measured by the distance from at least four tracking interferometers to the target [85, 86] . Either laser tracers or laser trackers are usually employed for that purpose. Figure 10 shows a multilateration based scheme, where a tracking interferometer is fixed to the table and the MT or CMM describes a volumetric path through a volumetric point cloud.
calibration Figure 9 shows a CMM characterization process for virtual coordinate measuring machine error assessment. Since almost every machine tool includes a touch probe nowadays, machine tool builders are looking for fast calibration procedures based on this approach. position by measuring the distance and direction of a laser beam [80] , but angular measurement uncertainty affects the measuring uncertainty of target position and it is rarely employed for MT error measurement. This is the main reason why multilateration based measurement is applied for MT error measurement. In this case, MT position is measured by the distance from at least four tracking interferometers to the target [85, 86] . Either laser tracers or laser trackers are usually employed for that purpose. Figure 10 shows a multilateration based scheme, where a tracking interferometer is fixed to the table and the MT or CMM describes a volumetric path through a volumetric point cloud. • R-test: Another approach is to employ R-test to measure relative movements between the machine and the workpiece side. A sphere is fixed to the machine table and a measuring sensor, based on three or more length displacement sensors, is coupled to the machine head [89] [90] [91] . The measurement consists of a sequence of discrete angles of the rotary table. When moving to the next measurement point the linear axes follow the rotation of the rotary table. At each position the probe head measures the relative displacement of the sphere in X, Y and Z direction simultaneously [91] . Compared to the traditional method that employs "Siemens 996" static cycle to locate a rotary axis in the working volume of a MT, R-test offers the possibility to do static and dynamic measurements [90] .
• Measurement of artifacts: As explained for linear axes indirect measurement, any MT has already on machine tool capability. This is why MT probing is being employed for calibration of offset errors of rotary axis [80] .
Machining tests: As explained by Ibaraki et al. [80] , MT users are concerned with workpiece´s final accuracy rather than MT accuracy. The National Aerospace Standard (NAS) 979 [92] defines the procedure for a five-axis machining test of a cone frustum, which is widely accepted as a final performance test by machine tool builders.
However, multilateration-based approaches are by far the most used techniques to characterise large machine tools nowadays [7, 41, 85, 86, [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] . The approach relies on interferometric displacement measurements between reference points that are fixed to the machine base and offset points fixed to the machine spindle, near to the TCP [99] . At least four measuring systems are needed for a complete volumetric verification but usually only one measuring device is available, so in practice, multilateration measurements are usually done in a sequential scheme. Thus, machine movements are repeated several times and measurements are taken from different positions. If four measuring devices are available at the same time, simultaneous multilateration avoids some of the limitations of a sequential multilateration, such as total time consumption, MT repeatability requirement and MT drift due to thermal variation during the measuring process.
Several uncertainty sources shall be considered for a complete uncertainty assessment in a sequential multilateration process [95] :
• Volume of the MT.
Spatial displacement measurement uncertainty of the employed tracking interferometer.
As stated by Aguado et al. [95] , the number of measuring systems to be used and the arrangement of them.
Repeatability of the measured points does not just depend on the repeatability of the machine itself. As far as the measuring time is extended, environmental influences (e.g., machine shop temperature) generally lead to slow changes of MT temperatures affecting the whole volumetric performance. Therefore, time is a crucial factor.
Currently, three tracking interferometers are being employed on large scale metrology when applying multilateration with different displacement measurement uncertainty:
• Tracking interferometers based on optimized laser trackers. They rely on a high accuracy sphere as optical reference for interferometric measurement. This measurement equipment, called laser tracer [86] , was developed by NPL and PTB and commercialised by Etalon AG. It has a spatial displacement measurement uncertainty of U (k = 2) = 0.2 µm + 0.3 µm/m [100] . While laser tracer is a suitable solution for medium and large size MTs, there is a similar solution to the laser tracer, "called laser tracer MT" with a telescopic scheme and employed for maximum measuring volumes of 1 m 3 [101] . The tracking interferometer employed for multilateration shall fit inside the measuring volume in order to execute the measuring procedure. Such a requirement restricts the tracking interferometer to be employed for any size MT. For small size machine tools, the equipment that suitably fits into the measuring volume is the so-called laser tracer MT, it makes use of a metrological beam guiding method of the laser interferometer [101] . For medium and large size MTs, either laser tracers or laser trackers are suitable for the error mapping. However, it should be stated that new laser trackers are portable devices that offer the possibility to be embedded into large manufacturing or measuring systems and they transfer data through an integrated wireless LAN communication [102] which allows to a wireless employment of the acquisition technology.
In this context, different solutions have been developed based on a tracking interferometer and multilateration combination mainly for large MT geometric characterisation, where the volumetric performance of the MT is of special interest: Olarra et al. [97] showed an intermediate approach where linear components of error are measured with a laser tracker based on sequential multilateration. Hence, by combining the data coming from the different measurement systems, multilateration is applied to measure 3D positions with enough accuracy. Once that measured coordinates are calculated, they are compared with nominal positions and geometric errors of the machine tool are deduced from an analytical solution. Additionally, electronic levels are employed for the measurement of the two rotational errors along the two horizontal axes. A self-developed software makes it easier to synchronise data acquisition for both measurement systems and it allows to run the calculation to achieve the aimed volumetric performance of the MT [97] . This approach is similar to the approach described at ISO 10360-2 standard where a calibrated artefact is employed for volumetric error determination [103, 104] .
Aguado et al. developed an approach where several commercial laser trackers are employed for sequential multilateration measurement [95] . The adopted technical solution is similar to the solution developed by Olarra et al., where laser trackers are applied to acquire information and multilateration is employed to sort out the mathematical issue. The biggest difference is that Aguado et al. do not use electronic levels for the measurement of the rotational errors of the MT.
Schwenke et al. presented a self-developed hardware and software solution for small to large size MT and CMM volumetric characterisation. The commercial laser tracer [100] is employed for point cloud acquisition and from the error of those points and the kinematic model of the machine it is possible to iterate to minimize the global volumetric error of the machine at considered points. For the measurement of angular errors, different orientation offsets on the spindle side are needed, which makes the verification more time-consuming. Nowadays, new configurations and ways of utilisation are appearing for tracking interferometers for MT and CMM geometric error characterization. Etalon AG presented a solution called "Linecal" where several permanently installed measuring lines replace a motorized tracking and device conversion [105] .
To sum up, it seems that interferometer-based non-contact measuring technology will guide large scale metrology into traceable machine tool metrology in the near future, mainly because the absolute distance measurements allow an easy handling in industry where purely interferometric length measurements depending on fringe counting are quite demanding due to the need of an unbroken line-of-sight between the measuring instrument and the reflector [8] . However, it shall be remarked that the technology has some key limitations nowadays, such as [8] :
• Thermal and refractive index distortions: The uncertainty of interferometry technique is proportional to the stability of the refractive index of air. Hence, the correct determination of this parameter is of utmost importance for achieving small measurement uncertainties on interferometer based measurements. However, industrial environments normally suffer from unstable conditions, so it becomes a challenge to reduce measurement uncertainties with unfavourable measuring conditions. • Real time: Real-time coordinate metrology is a requirement for a factory of the future where metrology and manufacture are integrated into a single engineering process that enables 'zero defects'.
• Dimensional traceability to the SI metre: It shall be ensured for any metrology based solution in a factory environment.
• Automation: For a successful integration of the technology into machine and manufacturing processes, wireless and automation capacity shall be improved.
Compensation of Geometric Errors
Traditionally, the majority of MTs have been compensated along lines parallel to the moving axis and centred in the working volume, which is called positioning error mapping and compensation. The ISO230-2 and VDI/DGQ 3441 standards have been widely employed for that purpose and the most common measuring system for error mapping is the laser interferometer [106, 107] . However, due to rotational errors of the machine, it is not enough to compensate positioning errors for linear axis if a volumetric accuracy of the MT is aimed. This is the main reason why volumetric compensation was broadly introduced for CMMs fifteen years ago. Volumetric compensation allows not just positioning error compensation, but also compensation of straightness errors, rotational errors and squareness errors.
Volumetric compensation is now successfully being introduced by main machine tool controller manufacturers on three-or even five-axis machine tools [56] . In general, methodologies based on rigid body kinematics have been proposed [49, 108] because the kinematic structure of a MT can be modelled with a kinematic chain and therefore, calculate the position and orientation of the tool in the workpiece coordinate system as the superposition of error motions of each axis [80] . The MT rigid body assumption simplifies the error mapping and compensation because it allows the motion to be implemented by a transformation matrix [109] . Nevertheless, in case of large MTs, due to their size, they suffer from remarkable thermal and mechanical deformations. In order to minimize this effect either on error mapping or compensation, special strategies shall be employed. In compensation, extra compensation factors for the deformation of some parts of the machine, such as column bending and tilt for moving column MT and CMM or table torsion factor for moving table CMMs, are considered [56, 72] .
Volumetric compensation requires from quantified knowledge of the errors and repeatability from the MT side, as well as time invariant errors. However, changes due to temperature variation play an important role for MT geometry. This is the main reason why limitations must also be known to make a suitable use of compensation. The main limitations are listed next [6, 72] :
• Repeatability of the MT: Backlash errors and temperature variation (internal and external) lead to a lack of repeatability. Therefore, long term stability will not be improved.
•
Use of long tools: The compensation of orientation requires from three orthogonal rotational axes, which only very few MTs offer. Compensation of angular errors remains a challenge.
Model conformity: The majority of controllers assume a rigid body model behavior of the machine tool in their compensation models. However, deformations such as column bending and tilt for moving column MTs or table torsion for moving tables CMMs, does not fit to a 21 error model. In these cases, additional parameters shall be included in the compensation model. Therefore, if a model-based compensation is employed, it should be consistent with the machine tool real behavior.
ISO/TR 16907 standard [6] provides information associated with numerical compensation of geometric errors of machine tools. It describes traditional compensation methods such as positioning and straightness compensations and all compensation possibilities within volumetric compensation.
Dynamic Errors
The repeatability of the machine, usually expressed as a standard deviation, is a part of any uncertainty budget and it is mainly affected by dynamic errors. As stated by Slocum, repeatability is difficult to predict and it is often more important to obtain mechanical repeatability, because accuracy can often be obtained by the sensor and control system [39] .
There are different error sources that affect the repeatability of the MT working as a CMM: Dynamic loads that affect the MT (such as backlash, dynamic forces and thermo-mechanical loads) and environmental influences that affect either the MT or the touch probe are considered [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
Between the dynamic loads that affect the MT backlash, dynamic forces and thermo-mechanical loads can be highlighted: • Thermo-mechanical errors: Internal and external heat sources combined with different expansion coefficients of machine part materials generate a thermal distortion of the machine's structural loop which can affect to the accuracy of the measuring process [11, 41, [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] . Expansion coefficient differences may lead to thermal stresses if rules of exact constraint design have not been met carefully.
Apart from dynamic loads affecting the MT, dynamics error sources coming from the touch probe should be also considered. Deviations from the reference temperature of 20 • C lead to thermal expansion or shrinkage of the measuring probe. In addition, temperature variations either inside the workpiece or the stylus, can cause effects like bending. Vibrations may affect the measurement result because it causes a deformation in the metrology loop between probe tip and workpiece. As explained in the previous point, any varying behaviour is hard to measure and compensate, so they contribute directly to the uncertainty of on machine tool metrology [119] .
In this scenario, the overall system behaviour is of interest. Some error sources, such as dynamic forces or internal heat sources lead to a fast change of the structural loop that are very hard to measure and compensate [41, [111] [112] [113] . However, there are other error sources such as environmental temperature or simple backlash errors that induce a quasi-static geometric error of the MT that can be monitored and assessed. In fact, quasi-static errors are one of the most important error sources for large scale precision manufacturing [8] .
Quasi-Static Error Assessment and Monitoring
The aim of some international research projects, such as "Light controlled factory" or the just finished "Large volume unified metrology for industry novel applications & research (LUMINAR)" and "Traceable in-process dimensional measurements (TIM)", is to tackle several fundamental issues affecting users of large scale metrology (LSM) equipment and techniques in industrial locations [3, 120, 121] where non controlled environment affects. In particular, a strong evolution of interferometry-based technology seems to trace the roadmap for the future research of LSM in industrial environment.
Peggs et al. [122] rely on ADM technology as distance measurement principle for future error mapping and monitoring technology.
Achievable uncertainty with an ADM (typically 10 mm + 0.4 mm/m) is already being reduced so it is becoming similar to the conventional displacement measuring interferometer (IFM) embedded into laser trackers (typically ± 0.4 µm + 0.3 µm/m) [102] .
Consequently, for the built-in displacement device, increasingly absolute distance meters (ADM) are used beside the IFM in commercial laser trackers [8] . While IFM can determine relative distances with accuracies on the nanometer level almost instantaneously, which makes IFM suitable for dynamic measurements, ADM measures absolute distances. However, ADM technology cannot perform dynamic measurements because it must deal with integration times, the time required to perform the operations that determine the target's position [123] .
Schmitt et al. [96] mentioned the extension of the application of interferometry-based technology, which is not only used as a dependent measuring unit but also in multilateration applications, for CMM and MT calibration. An external metrological frame is implemented as a virtual reference based on lengths measured with tracking interferometers. The target positions are calculated using the length measurements with the multilateration principle [21] .
Based on ADM technology, multiline technology developed by University of Oxford is a dynamic frequency scanning interferometry (FSI) system scaled up to make many hundreds of measurements for only a small fractional increase in cost compared to laser tracer technology [99] , simply by using multiple interferometers whose components are cheap [124] . Despite not having a real time capability (functionality that is under research), this technology allows to monitor large components and structures within an accuracy of 0.5 µm/m. Measurement range is up to 20 metres. It is currently being used in LSM for monitoring of long time stability, deformation by temperature; workpiece weight and foundation drift in many applications [124, 125] . An example application can be seen in Figure 11 . . Multiline example on a large MT [125] .
As an evolution of the multiline system, a system based on divergent FSI is under development at NPL for real-time coordinate metrology for a factory environment [126] . The measuring system comprises several sensor heads that are placed within the MT volume. Measuring targets, either on the MT or the component under measurement, are defined by spherical retro reflectors. Each sensor head is able to measure absolute distance to multiple targets simultaneously using the mentioned FSI principle. The traceability is ensured through a gas absorption cell embedded into the system and it is used to determine the scale factor for the FSI based distance measurement.
To overcome thermal and refractive index distortions in large volumes, a tracking refractive index compensated interferometer for absolute length measurements, the '3D-Lasermeter', has been developed by PTB and SIOS within LUMINAR European project [121] . The 3D-Lasermeter combines absolute distance measurement by multi-wavelength interferometry, the compensation of the refractive index of air by using the dispersion between two wavelengths, and the tracking capabilities of Laser tracers [8] .
More practical approaches are presented nowadays. Schwenke et al. present a multilaterationbased continuous data acquisition solution (on the fly) where calibration is speeded up significantly by a continuous measurement at constant speed. This option permits to increase the number of sampling points and reduce drastically the measurement time, allowing the measurement of quasi static errors of MTs [100] . However, the measurement process cannot be automated entirely because multilateration is executed in sequence and the device is located by hand. Gomez-Acedo et al. suggest an automatic approach for a fast measurement of thermal distortion on large MTs based on an automatic multilateration measuring procedure [127] . A multilateration scheme is conducted using a single laser tracking device positioned on top of the machine table which moves automatically. As depicted in Figure 12 , YZ plane is measured with a sampling period of 20 min during a thermal cycle Figure 11 . Multiline example on a large MT [125] .
More practical approaches are presented nowadays. Schwenke et al. present a multilateration-based continuous data acquisition solution (on the fly) where calibration is speeded up significantly by a continuous measurement at constant speed. This option permits to increase the number of sampling points and reduce drastically the measurement time, allowing the measurement of quasi static errors of MTs [100] . However, the measurement process cannot be automated entirely because multilateration is executed in sequence and the device is located by hand. Gomez-Acedo et al. suggest an automatic approach for a fast measurement of thermal distortion on large MTs based on an automatic multilateration measuring procedure [127] . A multilateration scheme is conducted using a single laser tracking device positioned on top of the machine table which moves automatically. As depicted in Figure 12 
Error Sources Due to the Touch Probe
Probing has become a vital component of automated production processes on machine tools. The probing system should ensure reproducibility during the sensing process even when any adverse influence appears during the process [119, 130] . It is necessary to probe the desired point on the real workpiece surface by touching it with a sensing element or by sensing it in a non-contact way [130] [131] [132] . Often the application will dictate the choice due to limitations in the speed or accuracy of each solution.
There are two main options when choosing a probing solution: contact or non-contact. There are major differences between both options. The first is that the accuracy of the individual points in contact measurements is higher to that of non-contact measurements. The second is the amount of collected data: non-contact technology can collect millions of sampled points at high speed without touching the workpiece. The third difference is that some surfaces, due to glossiness or transparency, are not suitable for optical measurement and cause special errors [133] .
Contact Touch Probe
Contact probes can be divided into two general groups-scanning and discrete-based on the type of data being taken, differences are shown in Figure 13 . Discrete probes, or touch trigger probes (TTP), are the most prevalent technology available [134, 135] . They have the advantage of being less expensive than some of the other options and are good when fewer data points are needed, such as measurements for position or size [136] . Scanning probes, or analog probes, are continuous contact probes that sense the part as the probe is moved along the expected contour, they are useful in the gathering of high-speed data on a part's form characteristics [137, 138] . A mobile climate simulation chamber was developed within the mentioned TIM project in order to simulate the variety of influencing factors related to harsh environmental conditions on shop floors [129] . Thus, it is possible to imitate a variety of environments and investigate the behaviour of MT and on MT measurement under these influences.
Error Sources Due to the Touch Probe
Contact Touch Probe
Contact probes can be divided into two general groups-scanning and discrete-based on the type of data being taken, differences are shown in Figure 13 . Discrete probes, or touch trigger probes (TTP), are the most prevalent technology available [134, 135] . They have the advantage of being less expensive than some of the other options and are good when fewer data points are needed, such as measurements for position or size [136] . Scanning probes, or analog probes, are continuous contact probes that sense the part as the probe is moved along the expected contour, they are useful in the gathering of high-speed data on a part's form characteristics [137, 138] .
touching the workpiece. The third difference is that some surfaces, due to glossiness or transparency, are not suitable for optical measurement and cause special errors [133] .
Contact probes can be divided into two general groups-scanning and discrete-based on the type of data being taken, differences are shown in Figure 13 . Discrete probes, or touch trigger probes (TTP), are the most prevalent technology available [134, 135] . They have the advantage of being less expensive than some of the other options and are good when fewer data points are needed, such as measurements for position or size [136] . Scanning probes, or analog probes, are continuous contact probes that sense the part as the probe is moved along the expected contour, they are useful in the gathering of high-speed data on a part's form characteristics [137, 138] . 
Touch Trigger Probe
The two main TTP technologies available for MTs are kinematic resistive probes and strain-gage probes [139, 140] . As for kinematic resistive probes, most touch trigger probes utilize a kinematic seating arrangement for the stylus. Three equally spaced rods rest on six tungsten carbide balls providing six points of contact in a kinematic location. An electrical circuit is formed through these contacts. The mechanism is spring loaded which allows deflection when the probe stylus makes contact with the part and also allows the probe to reseat in the same position within 1 µm when in free space (not in contact). Under load of the spring, contact patches are created through which the current can flow. Reactive forces in the probe mechanism cause some contact patches to reduce, which increases resistance of those elements. On making contact with the workpiece (touch), the variable force on the contact patch is measured as a change in electrical resistance. When a defined threshold is reached, a probe output is triggered. The probing sequence is explained in Figure 14 . The two main TTP technologies available for MTs are kinematic resistive probes and strain-gage probes [139, 140] . As for kinematic resistive probes, most touch trigger probes utilize a kinematic seating arrangement for the stylus. Three equally spaced rods rest on six tungsten carbide balls providing six points of contact in a kinematic location. An electrical circuit is formed through these contacts. The mechanism is spring loaded which allows deflection when the probe stylus makes contact with the part and also allows the probe to reseat in the same position within 1 µm when in free space (not in contact). Under load of the spring, contact patches are created through which the current can flow. Reactive forces in the probe mechanism cause some contact patches to reduce, which increases resistance of those elements. On making contact with the workpiece (touch), the variable force on the contact patch is measured as a change in electrical resistance. When a defined threshold is reached, a probe output is triggered. The probing sequence is explained in Figure 14 . A number of factors affect the kinematic touch probe measuring performance. From the point at which the stylus ball contacts the workpiece there is bending of the stylus prior to electrical triggering of the probe. This is known as pre-travel. Pre-travel will vary dependent on the length and stiffness of the stylus and the contact force. Pre-travel variation (PTV)-otherwise commonly known as lobing, probe measuring error or roundness measuring error, can affect measurement performance. Lobing occurs because the pivot distance varies depending on the direction in which the contact force acts in relation to the probe mechanism [141] . A number of factors affect the kinematic touch probe measuring performance. From the point at which the stylus ball contacts the workpiece there is bending of the stylus prior to electrical triggering of the probe. This is known as pre-travel. Pre-travel will vary dependent on the length and stiffness of the stylus and the contact force. Pre-travel variation (PTV)-otherwise commonly known as lobing, probe measuring error or roundness measuring error, can affect measurement performance. Lobing occurs because the pivot distance varies depending on the direction in which the contact force acts in relation to the probe mechanism [141] .
On the other hand, strain gauge probe technology has improved the performance limitations of the kinematic resistive probe technology, mainly because modern compact electronics and solid state sensing have been embedded. Thus, kinematic mechanism retains the stylus and strain gauge technology senses the trigger to acquire the measuring point. As a result, a lower trigger force is needed and uniform pre-travel variation is achieved in all directions [141] . Main differences between both probing technologies are explained in Table 1 . Analog scanning probe ensures a permanent and continuous contact between the probe and the component under measurement, so it is particularly suitable for free-form and contoured shaped components as well as for the measurement of large sheet metal assemblies, such as automobile components. Continuous analog scanning (CAS) is a relatively new technology. Its main advantage is the high acquisition speed, which reduces dramatically the measuring time while offers a high density of data acquisition for a full definition of the part's size, position and shape, enabling completely new opportunities for on-machine tool metrology [119] . Nowadays, there are several CAS systems commercially available for machine tools [143,144].
Factors Affecting Probing Performance
There are different factors that affect probing performance of touching probe and therefore, their uncertainty must be considered for the MT accuracy assessment when working as a CMM. They are depicted in Figure 15 .
• Operation principle: As mentioned in the previous point, contact probes can be broken into two general groups, scanning and discrete, based on the type of data being taken. Based on uncertainty sources, such as pre-travel variation and repeatability, the uncertainty vary according to the contact touch probe selected for the measuring task on the MT.
•
Measurement strategy: A disadvantage of discrete-point probing is that it may take a long time to measure a free-form shaped part. If CAS technology is employed a continuous data acquisition is ensured so the acquisition time can be reduced considerably.
• Movement during probing: Static probing is executed while the component under measurement is motionless. However, dynamic measurement involves a component movement during data acquisition. With touch-trigger probes there is no possibility for static measurements as the trigger signal can only be generated during movement [119] .
The suspension can work either passively, with no actuation, or actively with a spring or electro-mechanical actuator. The active acquisition system offers the possibility to ensure a direction-independent probing force. However, the passive system provides better dynamic properties while probing the component and it is also cheaper [119] .
• Kinematics: Probing systems can be mechanically fitted in either a parallel or serial configuration. The configuration influences the static and dynamic behaviour of the probe system, since the size and weight of the probe changes considerably. Serial kinematics comprises several self-independent axes, which are frequently mutually orthogonal. Instead, parallel kinematics configuration involves two axis movement with a coordinate, similar to a hexapod structure [145, 146] . Serial and parallel kinematics probes are shown in Figure 16 . • Directional response pattern: A probing system can show varying directional sensitivity response [147, 148] ; mainly affected by asymmetric arrangement of sensors, asymmetric moment of inertia of stylus, tip ball form error or direction dependent sensitivity of sensors [37] . The effect of direction dependent sensitivity has the result that the same displacement of the tip ball leads to different output signals dependent on the direction of the displacement [149] . However, a correct behaviour characterisation offers the possibility to compensate this anisotropic effect through the control software [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] .
Environmental influences: The variation of environmental influences affects every metrology measurement. Consequently, it shall be considered as a part of the repeatability of the MT as a CMM.
Cleanliness of the Surface: The cleanliness of the surface and the tip ball directly affect the measurement result. Therefore, a clean environment helps to uncertainty reduction on the probing process. In addition, if measurement is executed during the machining process, swarf could seriously influence the probing result. In fact, every effect is related to the probing force. If the probing force is near zero and soft surface contaminations (e.g., oil film) are probed, the signal to noise ratio of the probing system will decrease because of attenuation, which can make a reliable surface detection impossible [119] .
Tip ball: It is the contacting element between the MT and the component under measurement, so it is of utmost importance to characterize its position with the lowest uncertainty. The corrected measured point is achieved by correcting the tip ball centre point by adding a tip correction vector of the length of tip ball radius in the direction from the centre point to the probed point [155] . The radius value of the tip ball is measured during a specific measuring process, called qualification procedure of the probing system [156] . If the probing direction is needed for the coordinate correction process, it can be calculated from the probing system, by interpolation (from at least three probed points in the neighbourhood of the surface point) or by estimation (from e.g., CAD model). Usually real surfaces show, in addition to long-wave form deviations, random short-wave deviations known as roughness [157] . For such a surface the measured geometric properties represent a superposition of measurand and touching element [158] leading to a non-linear mechanical filtering effect. This filtering effect has a characteristic similar to a low pass depending on the tip ball diameter, because a smaller tip ball can penetrate smaller roughness valleys than a bigger ball. Because of this effect one gets for measured features different parameter values (size, position, form deviation) dependent on the diameter of the tip ball. As the measurement result is a superposition of tip ball and surface geometry, also form deviations of the ball directly lead to measurement errors. Thus it is necessary to use a tip ball of negligible form deviation compared to the required measurement uncertainty [119] .
• Probing force: The probing force not just causes a bending of the stylus, but also has an effect on the elastic deformation of surface and tip ball due to Hertzian stress. Hertzian stress is the elastic deformation of two bodies touching each other [159] . The extent of deformation is dependent on the materials, micro and macro geometrical forms and the force. The effect of elastic deformations can be compensated to a certain extent by the probing system qualification process.
Wear of tip ball, plastic deformation and wear of the workpiece surface: Wear and plastic deformation may happen during the probing process. This happens because there are some parameters such as probing force or hardness of contact surfaces that affect to the process. Hence, there are three main effects that cause bad probing results (1) Plastic deformation: Roughness peaks [160] of the workpiece at the probed points may be considered as wear of the workpiece surface [161] . The compressive strength of the workpiece material can be exceeded even by the small probing force because of the very small contact area between tip ball and roughness peak leading to high pressure. It affects the appearance of the probed surface (2) Wear of tip ball can occur during the scanning measuring process on a hard rough surface (3) Materials of tip ball and workpiece interact. It may occur that microscopic small particles break out of the surface due to local welding effects. Under normal circumstances, very little pick-up occurs [119] .
• Probing system qualification: The position of the tip ball centre point related to the reference point of the probing system, the radius of the tip ball and the lobing error must be characterised to perform low uncertainty measurements [162, 163] . These parameters are determined by a measuring procedure called probing system qualification.
ISO 230-10 [164] specifies test procedures to evaluate the measuring performance of contacting probing systems taking into account many of the factors affecting probing performance here presented. Its scope is limited to probing systems used in a discrete-point probing mode, integrated with a numerically controlled machine tool. It does not include other types of probing systems, such as those used in scanning mode or non-contacting probing systems. As this standard explicitly indicates, it does not address the evaluation of the performance of the machine tool, used as a CMM, since such performance evaluation involves traceability issues and is strongly influenced by machine tool geometric accuracy.  Kinematics: Probing systems can be mechanically fitted in either a parallel or serial configuration. The configuration influences the static and dynamic behaviour of the probe system, since the size and weight of the probe changes considerably. Serial kinematics comprises several self-independent axes, which are frequently mutually orthogonal. Instead, parallel kinematics configuration involves two axis movement with a coordinate, similar to a hexapod structure [145, 146] . Serial and parallel kinematics probes are shown in Figure 16 .  Kinematics: Probing systems can be mechanically fitted in either a parallel or serial configuration. The configuration influences the static and dynamic behaviour of the probe system, since the size and weight of the probe changes considerably. Serial kinematics comprises several self-independent axes, which are frequently mutually orthogonal. Instead, parallel kinematics configuration involves two axis movement with a coordinate, similar to a hexapod structure [145, 146] . Serial and parallel kinematics probes are shown in Figure 16 .  Directional response pattern: A probing system can show varying directional sensitivity response [147, 148] ; mainly affected by asymmetric arrangement of sensors, asymmetric moment of inertia of stylus, tip ball form error or direction dependent sensitivity of sensors [37] . The effect of direction dependent sensitivity has the result that the same displacement of the tip ball leads to different output signals dependent on the direction of the displacement [149] . However, a correct behaviour characterisation offers the possibility to compensate this anisotropic effect through the control software [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] .  Environmental influences: The variation of environmental influences affects every metrology measurement. Consequently, it shall be considered as a part of the repeatability of the MT as a CMM.  Cleanliness of the Surface: The cleanliness of the surface and the tip ball directly affect the measurement result. Therefore, a clean environment helps to uncertainty reduction on the probing process. In addition, if measurement is executed during the machining process, swarf could seriously influence the probing result. In fact, every effect is related to the probing force. 
Non-Contact Touch Probe
The availability of non-contact 3D data capture systems capable of acquiring dense geometric data from complex surfaces has increased considerably over the past ten years [165] . Optical non-contact inspection techniques have revolutionized CMM inspection applications in the last decade, due to the cost and coverage of the technology. Nevertheless, a very small percentage of applications with non-contact measurement are already established, especially in robot and machine tool industry [166] .
In this scenario, where a few approaches of non-contact technology integration are known, Karadayi presented a blue light laser sensor integration within a five axis machine tool, explaining sensor integration and calibration [167] . The laboratory for machine tools and production engineering of the RWTH Aachen University is also exploring the possibility to integrate non-contact sensors into MTs. Hence, de Moraes et al. integrated a 2D laser into a machine tool for an in-process 3D measurement [168] .
In the manufacturing industry, there is an increasing need to measure accurately 3D shapes. Freeform shaped parts are of great interest in many applications, either for functional or aesthetical reasons. Their relevance for industry is well-known in the design and manufacturing of products having complex functional surfaces [169] [170] [171] [172] [173] [174] [175] [176] . These parts are important components in industries such as automotive, aerospace, household appliances and others. Figure 17 shows measuring requirements for most common free form shaped parts.
Currently there is a wide variety of 3D optical sensing techniques that can be potentially integrated into machine tools to verify the geometry of a manufactured part on a machine tool measurement. Figure 18 comprises a non-contact sensing technology map.
According to CMM non-contact measurement, optical technology offers the greatest potential for a non-contact measurement on machine tool. Figure 19 shows optical non-contact 3D data capture systems map [176] .
Considering the usage of CMM-based inspection by tactile probes and the non-contact optical triangulation systems, it seems that machine tool sensing roadmap will follow the CMM current scenario. Hence, triangulation-based technology is prone to be integrated into MT in the near future complementing the usage of tactile probes in MTs.
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Factors Affecting Non-Contact Probing Performance
Additional error sources may appear when using an optical measuring system on a freeform object. The surface characteristic itself dominates the uncertainty of the acquisition process, therefore its variation in terms e.g. of local curvature may add uncertainty. Other common errors are also induced by: the slope of the surface (which may produce direct reflections to the detector), volume 
Additional error sources may appear when using an optical measuring system on a freeform object. The surface characteristic itself dominates the uncertainty of the acquisition process, therefore its variation in terms e.g., of local curvature may add uncertainty. Other common errors are also induced by: the slope of the surface (which may produce direct reflections to the detector), volume scattering (e.g., for plastic material), or an inhomogeneous surface texture. Secondary reflections, specular reflections, volumetric scattering, colour transitions, or ridges left by machining, may lead to gross systematic measuring errors [177] [178] [179] .
Post-processing operations of measured data may add further uncertainty. The main difference between discrete and dense point acquisition is the amount and destination of the acquired data. For touch probes the acquired points belong to a single feature, while in scanning acquisition mode the system has no knowledge on which surface or feature the collected points reside. This circumstance is called segmentation and could be the main difference between contact and non-contact technology [180, 181] . In fact this is very much like the fundamental problem in computer vision [182, 183] .
Error Sources Due to the Measuring Software
To perform the complex mathematical calculations required for metrology-based real-time decision making, powerful metrology software needs to be integrated within the manufacturing system. Because the system is expected to function by itself without human interaction, it also needs to work autonomously within the manufacturing process. The following characteristics are required from a software program to truly make a machine tool function similar to a CMM [4] :
•
Offline programming: A computer-aided manufacturing (CAM)-style programming environment with good machine tool virtual modelling, simulation capabilities, automatic path generation with collision avoidance, and complete geometrical fitting and tolerancing functionality is required. Programming languages such as DMIS also allow interfacing and collaborating with CMMs for efficient programming.
• Bi-directional interface: A direct and bi-directional interface is a must to analyse data in real time as soon as the measurement of a feature is completed. The calculated metrology characteristics are used as a part of the on-the-fly decision making and written back to the machine tool controller as a part of the adaptive cycle.
Ability to handle high-density point cloud data: When interfacing with a laser to measure large parts, very large amounts of data will be gathered. The software, in addition to offering a live interface with the machine tool, must also be able to handle the display and interaction with such data. • Geometric feature extractions: For on-machine geometrical feature measurements and geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) applications, an automatic feature extraction is necessary. Most point cloud systems today are offline and need operator interaction to calculate the required features. An on-machine measurement software that will interface with a laser system should also have a robust automatic feature extraction capability.
• Ease of operation: The measurement program must be integrated into the machining centre similar to any other machining program. This allows the measuring to be integrated as a part of manufacturing cycles and can be automatically started by itself. A G-Code NC program is created by post-processing the DMIS measurement routine and resides in the controller.
Error Sources Due to the Measured Object
Measurement processes are strongly influenced by the measurement systems and especially for large-scale components, by the object itself under measurement. Temperature fluctuations, either in the environment or during the machining process brings to temperature gradients that sensibly influence the geometry of the part, making a significant contribution to the measurement uncertainty. In addition, gravity affects the geometry of the component under measurement. These influences are evident during the manufacturing process of the component, but mainly when doing on-machine tool metrology [8] .
Component temperature variations comprises a significant uncertainty source for on-MT metrology. The uncertainty increases proportionally with temperature differences and component size. Therefore, for large components measured in a thermally unstable production environment, thermal effects can represent a high percentage of the total measurement uncertainty [8, 14, 16, 114, 184, 185] .
Another heat source is the machining process, which creates a transient and non-homogeneous temperature distribution inside the component. Complex or asymmetric workpieces with different wall thicknesses or materials enhance this thermal inhomogeneity. The heat inside the component affects its characteristics (shape, position and size) when compared to their thermal reference state at 20 • C [8] .
Additionally, all the geometric measurements done on earth suffer from gravitational deformations. These elastic deformations depend on the positioning and orientation, the material characteristics and the geometry of the component. Moreover, due to variability on the clamping operation during the machining process, object suffers from varying gravity deformations that affect a potential on-machine measurement during the machining process.
When it comes to the object under measurement, quasi-static errors are not as important as they are for large measuring systems, but it is crucial to determine the behaviour of the component according to a specific temperature and gravitational influences at the moment when measurement is executed [8] .
To undertake the necessary modelling to understand and predict how large measurand behave under specific thermal and gravitational conditions, FEM software is widely used. It should be noted that any computational method that can accept temperatures and gravitational forces as a load condition to calculate localized displacements could be applied for such an application [186] .
The first step is to define with high accuracy the boundary and initial conditions of the simulation. In addition, temperature related information should be characterized, such as, environment temperature information and initial temperature distribution. If the temperature of the part is homogeneous and it is being measured during the manufacturing process, a numerical compensation may be employed for numerical compensation. However, inhomogeneous temperature distributions are difficult to compensate and it should be assigned to the measurement uncertainty [187] . On the other hand, gravity related influences shall be added to the simulation. Information about fixtures that locate and clamp the component on the machine table, clamping orientation related to the gravity vector and detailed information about the component (mass and geometry) are achieved generally from the computer aided design (CAD).
The second step is to run the simulation. Simulation results represent compensation values to be applied as input to the measurement software for compensating thermal geometry and gravitational effects to a certain homogeneous reference temperature and position [8] .
Finally, post processing is done to achieve results that can be viewed and analysed depending upon the requirements of the on-machine measurement to be done. Commercially available FEM software for the compensation of thermal and gravitational effects are listed next: Abaqus, Ansys, Comsol and Nastran [188] [189] [190] .
Error Budget Quantitative Approach
The aim at this point is to develop a quantitative approach of a simple error budget [39] on the machine tool side where the weighting factor of each uncertainty source can be distinguished. Hence, main error contributors are detected and future research activities are suggested.
Small and medium size machine tools, from 0.5 m 3 to 2 m 3 , typically offer a positioning accuracy better than 5 µm and a repeatability around 2-3 µm [191] . However, as stated by Keller at the TIM final workshop [10] , the geometry variation of a 630 mm × 730 mm × 860 mm MT between 15-30 • C could be higher. On this experimental study, the positioning error variation is around 20 µm and the perpendicularity error variation is around 8 µm. While position and squareness errors are dominan • t and strong contributors to the varying total geometric error due to temperature effects, straightness and rotational errors are less prone to temperature effects. Table 2 lists a simple error budget where major error uncertainties are described. Temperature effect is the most important error source, unless it is measured and compensated. As demonstrated by Schmitt et al. the uncertainty of a dimensional measurement done on a MT can be around 20-30 µm for a small MT [12] . The most frequent configurations of large machines are based in serial kinematics and three, four or five motions are located at the machine head. Hence, the part is fixed to the table and a heavy slide to move the part is not required. The dominant serial kinematics configurations for large machines are: movable column, gantry and elevated gantry [56] . The typical positioning accuracy of a high-tech large machine tool is around 10-15 µm and repeatability is better than 10 µm [192] . As stated by Kortaberria at TIM final workshop [193] , while the positioning error variation of a large MT (6000 mm × 3000 mm × 1500 mm) is around 80 µm, the squareness and straightness error maintain stable. In addition, as stated by Wennemer [194] a very large MT geometry is extremely sensitive to the temperature influence, a length deviation of 300 µm is shown under temperature variation without any length compensation in beam direction and it is reduced to the half with length deviation. Table 3 depicts a simple error budget for a large MT. One of the most employed tactile probes nowadays is OMP400 from Renishaw. It offers a repeatability better than 0.5 µm and the 3D lobing error is around ± 2 µm for a 100 mm stylus length [130] .
Outlook and Conclusions
Machine tool measurement has the potential to test product characteristics during or right after the manufacturing process, resulting in improved part quality and reduction of waste material. In addition, the reduction of the production time could also be achieved by preventing the workpiece to be transported to a measuring facility. However, the traceability of the measurement process on a machine tool is not ensured yet and measurement data is still not fully reliable for process control or product validation
On MT measurement, uncertainty should be assessed according to current CMM standards. For serial production, usually in case of small and medium size components, the substitution method based on ISO 15530-3 simplifies the uncertainty assessment by means of using the similarity between the workpiece and the employed standard. The current scenario shows that traceability for on-machine measurement in small size machine tools based on ISO 15530-3 is starting to be introduced as a realistic option [195] . However, for small batch production, mainly in case of large scale manufacture, the substitution method is not an affordable solution due to the size of the part. Thus, uncertainty should be addressed by uncertainty budget solution according to VDI 2617-11.
There are two main error sources, coming from the MT geometric error variation and the measurand that are not fully understood yet, so traceability cannot be ensured. In addition, position and squareness errors are the dominant contributors to the varying total geometric error of the MT due to temperature effects, but they cannot be permanently monitored at the moment. Moreover, the component under measurement makes a significant contribution to the total measurement uncertainty, mainly because of its thermo-mechanical deformation. Errors resulting from the touch probe should be seriously considered for the error budget of small machine tools, while for large machine tools it represents a minor error source.
The future scenario seems to trust in technology based on interferometry to tackle current limitations. A strong evolution of the technology seems to trace the roadmap for the future research of error mapping and monitoring in industrial environment. ADM technology, which offers absolute measurements, is getting affordable and it is already being used in commercial devices, such as laser trackers, for displacement measurement, besides IFM. As soon as ADM technology achieves IFM uncertainty level and performs real time measurements, a new scenario will arise. It means that MTs and components under measurement could be temperature independent systems where any variation could be recorded by ADM technology in absolute scale and therefore, traceability assessment could be done any time. Following this trend of using technology based on interferometry, some facilities have already gone further by applying technologies like the absolute multiline, in the case of NAMRC [72] or the Productive Process Pyramid TM concept [196] as a full approach to control the process from assessing the machine, through pre-production checks and pre-finishing probing to post-production measurement and Statistical Process Control. These approaches can be applied on some specific cases to have a good understanding of their uncertainty and traceability through interferometry, but they cannot be considered yet as general solutions to ensure the traceability of the measurement process on a machine tool.
In spite of all these advances, many challenges still remain, ranging from the need of technology development to the complete knowledge of the error sources that affect the on-MT measuring process. In addition, a complete system of standards supporting the machine integrated traceable measuring process is needed.
